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Abstract. Social Network Analysis is still a popular research area where researchers are faced to large scale and data heterogeneity challenges. This article
deals with two methods which we experimentally used on real life networks for
solving some of the mentioned challenges. First method “ageing of the ties
among actors” was used for transforming heterogeneous two-mode community
network data into one-mode social network where friendship strength was determined on previous actor’s collaborations on events and also on the time spent
between events. Second method “local structure analysis” was used for analysing large scale Slovak company networks where we identified common local
structures (patterns) in this network.

1. Introduction
Social Networks are usually large-scale networks with thousands of nodes and edges.
Analysis of these networks, usually based on global properties, can lead to interesting and
helpful results. There are many ways how to analyse social networks and how to use obtained information e.g. movie recommendation [6] or analysis of Twitter microblogs [7].
Nevertheless, there exist many different situations in network analysis where data used for
analysis did not carry sufficient information. In this paper we describe two approaches
how to process and analyse networks with additional time related information [1], [2] and
how to analyse a network with respect not to its global but to its local properties [3]. First
approach is based on the principle of projection of two-mode (affiliation or actor-to-event)
networks onto one-mode (actor-to-actor) networks. In the projection phase we used additional information from heterogeneous resources such as time and length of the event,
actor’s role on the event, event’s type etc. Second approach is focused on mining and analysing of local clusters in networks which are not very dense, but density of clusters hidden inside them is much larger. This analysis consists of two processes: first is decomposi-
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tion of large network with good-enough local structure preservation and second is local
structure pattern detection.

2. Ageing of the Ties among Network Actors
Collaboration network indirectly describes social relations among actors in form of twomode (affiliation) network where the first mode is a set of actors (first type of nodes in the
network), and the second mode is a set of events which affiliate the actors (second type of
nodes in the network). Analysis of such network focused on predicting participation of
actors on events is presented in work [5]. In other way, two-mode network can be projected onto one-mode network where actors are linked to one another (i.e. a network without
nodes of the second type). Weights in projected network have usually binary values, but
we can use several measures to estimate weights of the relations among actors by e.g.
number of actors which affiliate on the same event. Additionally we can have more information about actors and events e.g. actor’s role on particular event or event properties like
event type, time of the event, event duration etc. In our work [1], [2] we proposed several
approaches how to use such data for better estimation of the relations' weights among actors. We also proposed time dependent weights in our representation of one-mode projected affiliation network – a kind of aging of the ties. Our proposed weights' aging method is based on assumption that past collaborations among network actors are less important than lately created collaborations. These past collaborations after passing sufficiently long time have no more influence in the present and they are next removed from
the network – old ties (without refreshing) among collaborators are than “forgotten” in
such a way. From the social network analysis point of view our proposal of aging of the
edges can lead to new opportunities in network analysis like Tracking collaboration over the
time or Creation of network snapshots in given time.

3. Local Structure Analysis and Pattern Mining
Local structure analysis is closely connected to common analysis called positional analysis
in (social) networks and definition of equivalency is prerequisite for positional analysis.
There are several types of equivalencies defined, like local role equivalency (LRE), automorphic (AE), regular (RE) and structural equivalency. If we want to define equivalency,
we need to understand local structure of the network and vice versa. One way to achieve
understanding of this structure and determining structural equivalencies is to use blockmodeling technique, but blockmodeling of large networks can be difficult, very time consuming and problematic. Proposed Local Structure Analysis is more time effective with
similarly good results. This analysis consists of two phases: first one is decomposition of
a large network (i.e. disconnecting the network into sub-networks with good-enough local
structures' preservation) and second phase is Local Structure Pattern Mining (LSPM). During the first phase we needed to choose suitable actors for removal and experimentally
best criterion for decomposition showed to be actors’ betweeness centrality. After removing of only 5% of actors in Slovak Company Network [4] (used in our experiments) with
highest betweeness centrality, the largest component was disconnected into a group of
small enough components suitable for our LSPM. In this second phase we analysed small
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components in order to extract some regular patterns in their local structures. After analysis we were able to observe several most frequent patterns over smaller components.

4. Conclusions
In this work we summarized our research devoted with the aim to solve some of the mining challenges in analysis of Social Network Data. Both approaches Ageing of the ties among
network actors and Local Structure Analysis and Pattern Mining were presented with experimental results in our works listed below.
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